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Comments: Born and raised in Montana my whole life, does it make a difference, to me it does, I don't own

anything here, but I feel like I have earned being here through the years. and it is a part of me. like so many

others we have grown and learned of so many beautiful places in Montana. I have hiked for miles up into upper

Holland Lake, Holland Falls. and like so many through the years have spent many afternoons just relaxing and

enjoying the lake in the afternoons when the thunderstorms roll through. listening to the Lunes in the evening as

the lake calms down and the campfires settle in. it is a very special place and one that brings wonderful

memories and stories we have to share with friends and family. The whole of the area is far too small to build

anything more than what is already there. it is just too fragile of an environment. and to put more pressure on

everyone and everything in this beautiful area would be devastating to say the least. for all of us to lose our

favorite places to camp and hike in this area, to having the little privacy you can still find hiking, kayaking (myself)

and camping. When talking with people in the summer and deciding where to go if you ever bring up Holland

Lake EVERYONE has a great tale to tell. from there family's to just camping solo. enjoying the quiet deer as they

meander in the sun through the campgrounds to the Lunes to the frequent bears who come to visit. I for one like

so many others I have talked to this week are saddened and scared for everyone and every animal every

creature who lives in this very special environment. Please don't take this away from us. This is not the place for

this kind of resort. We have all... lost so much to so many from out of state in the last couple of years. Please

don't let this happen it is so special here and we will all be very sad in the end. 


